WE TELL "SUMMER" SCHOOL – NUEVO FORMATO: WE TELL "FOUR SEASONS"

Extraordinary times need new solutions!

Due to Covid-19 emergency and the international travel restrictions WeTell School 2020 will run online and you will be able to combine it with your ongoing work.

WeTell School turns the emergency into AN OPPORTUNITY to explore new interactive forms of sharing and exploring knowledge and realities through storytelling.

Our program has been reorganized along FOUR WEEKS, starting from November 2nd. We have adjusted our timetable to the new habitat, shifting the idea of INTENSIVE from GEOLOCATED SPACE to QUALITY TIME.

Originally conceived as an intensive and immersive experience in Bologna, WeTell 2020 is now rethought as an online experience combining LIVE SESSIONS and GUIDED SELF-LEARNING.

You can find the PROGRAM and more INFORMATION on:
https://site.unibo.it/wetell-school/en/program
https://site.unibo.it/wetell-school/en/where-and-when
https://www.facebook.com/WeTellSummerSchool/

Invited to apply and participate are students from all levels (Bachelor, Master, Doctorate) and from all the fields in the Humanities and Social Sciences.

REGISTRATION:
From September 30th to October 20th, 2020
https://site.unibo.it/wetell-school/en/how-to-apply

GRANTS!
The Summer schools represents three institutions, one of them the Universitat de València, and our partner, the cultural association ARCHI, has confirmed 6 to 8 grants, to cover the tuition fees (150,00€).

For any further questions please contact: summerschool@wetell.eu and/or elena.lamberti@unibo.it